
Past the Larval Harvest
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Electrode gauntlet, epidermal elementals
thicken fixtures along decibel platelets
crusting filial as dermal transfers quicken 
against transomed epithets turned nominal
as a sickly.gauntlet 

FLASH!
at the latest increment

gone 
threadbare

as a late
striation

PAST THE LARVAL HARVEST NONE OF
THE MODULAR FIXTURES SHOW A
TURN IN YEARNING FOR THE SLOW
REPLICANT INCARNATIONS TEASING
THE BARTER’S BITING CROSSWIND
OFFSET PROCESS

A DEAD BOLTENTREATY

whose flourish trails
the evident displacement

of wind chime stutters
ringing the ramp songs

campfires cling toA DEAD vOLTENTRY haunts the nodes, incremental 
as inessential platelets count the stream
whereas

a vertical turn
thickly

appropriates the floating turn

CRASH!
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past wind pockets
sealing the tainted entity
against a pectoral mosaic

savaged 
among the rabid sky,
its tactile shredders moving
the heal \ nascent
shredder energy spending

the biting crosswind’s barter

LARVAE SPROCKETS

from ratio disclaimers
upending birth seizures
as a  willing cognomen
whereas a sued rature
unfolds the band of a
revelatory kerchief in its
litigious erasure  briefs,
which  pass  for  thongs 

( )
modular fixtures turn

PAEANS
TO

CROSSED
VENTILA-

TION catwalk 

parameters

Media legion cramps

mire the sweltering tumescence

inscribed in the legerdemain

of handshift addicts

baking at the matrix

a makeshift swelling at the license

)
FLASH!



( (left
unclaimed as

histrionic residue
or threadbare phylums

raking their matrix kerchiefs
across slowly baked horizons
swelling a makeshift licentious
dweller passing out  id stamps

for parking lot intrusions cashed
at the barter speculum matrices
crossing ventilation boundaries
fixtured for electrode gauntlets
whose enamel crashing past a 
cramped tumescence flashed
imperative longings for past
erasure briefs strongly felt

as catacombs fingering
larvae sprockets
the unclaimed

left

THE LARVAL HARVEST 
SLOWED A YEARNING:
MODULAR REPLICANT
FIXTURES INCARNATE 
TEASING THE BARTER,
A BITING CROSSWIND
OFFSET PROCESS
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matrix bakers
unconsumed as the

vacant dwellers migrated
to shores where legerdemain

seethed ratio disclaimers inscribed
epidermal gauntlets transposing electrodes

a pectoral mosaic savaged shredder energy when
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FLASHinguproad gauntlet packets

at raincoat pastors from

the church of the last 

vivisectomy who lurch like

cast extras,  wind pockets

plastered against a larval

screening room thickened

to enamel crashing thickly

against  boarded  stencils

A 

DEA
DbOLT

EN
TRY

LARVAL POCKETS
leaning
toward spend-
thrift fury brackets
stored in screening 
room baskets worded
precisely after the mattress
passed its histrionic electrodes
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spreading LARVAL HARVEST
across the latent latitude
during its rotisserie storm
DEADBEAT CENTURIES
eviscerating the lectern
its LATERAL carpets
sweeping the latest room

as 
though
a slowing
sweep
could flow
to surging 
a low dermal 
incision at the break,
revising a blatant attitude
forming its surly edge on legends
heating sententious furies across
the yearning monotone formulates
a slow burn quickening as the harping
bleeps sooner than a retort display
can turn, or keep the storm, warning
visceral bystanders of misplaced yearning
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for 
displacement

legends

steeping its coiled
velcro

before the polish
can enjoin

custodial rapture
in 

the 
flight

of its button sequence

roiling its weeping
welcome for

the wagon
conjoined

at their capture
during

the 
night’s

budding consequence)airing flights of
lurid conjugations

assembled at the-
new battery points

where pontoon is a
trailing legend any

mixmaster could
cower under safely 

airing assembled
conjugations a new
point where trailing
pontoons apply any
mixmaster legend
or lurid pontoon of
mixmaster flights
safely under  cower

PAgANS
who

CROSSED
VEge-
tATION

airing flights of
lurid conjugations

assembled at the-
new battery points

where pontoon is a
trailing legend any

mixmaster could
cower under safely 

airing assembled
conjugations a new
point where trailing
pontoons apply any
mixmaster legend
or lurid pontoon of
mixmaster flights
safely under cower )

DECIBEL PLATELETS resume electrode chill histrionic as screaming pontoons across
electric night SHADOWS rumored MODULAR REPLICANT REPRISE an awful toss
for MIXMASTER RAPTURE gone safely under cower while ROTISSERIE STORMS
bevel  GAUNTLET PACKETS  to  uNeVeN  cApItAlIzAtIoN  across  its own power 
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zones flashing their stilled radiance,
a lurid crossbeam assembling picayune data:

a fashionable electrode infusion 
platelet strata residuals ionize detritus

herald beams across the non-Euclidean 
where spires fold their past geometries
across angles trailing passable intent

�
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FLASHing
CRASHing CROSSED

PAgAN
VEgetATIONchanneled opprobrium packets

still-walled as crushing allegories
riddled with interpretation faucets
unclaimed at the larval harvest dIsMoUnTiNG a

CoRaL oFfEnSiVe
NeAr ThE hArBoR

pOcKeT’s BaRtErEd
YeArNiNg CuRvE

where threadbare sprockets yield

A 

DEAD eNTREATY

BOLTs


